
New human-machine interface for 3D applications



OUR GOAL

Provide humanity with a new convenient
human-machine interface
for effective interaction with 3D content



PROBLEM

Button devices for interacting
with computers and digital systems
are out of date!





What are our

expectations?





What do

we get?





All the categories have the same problems

CAD Movie; 3D Robotics

VR/AR Medicine



SOLUTION

TAU Tracker device, which can
capture body motion, including fingers.

It can be used for tracking of any object as well.

Not only Glove!





This allows user to manage objects

without blind spots and accumulated error



The effect of more realistic and effective

immersion into the virtual space



PRODUCT

TAU Tracker handset for developers.



WHY NOW?

Because the various 3D content,
VR/AR technologies and robotics
are actively developing in our days.



MARKET SIZE

We are witnessing
the emergence of an innovative market.

The potential is valued at $160B by 2023.



According to the IDC forecast

in 2023 68M AR/VR headsets will be sold
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BUSINESS MODEL

We sell directly to developers (VR/AR/3D-apps
studios) the desktop version for $1,4K.
Full body kit will cost $4.4K

in 2021 we will go to B2C and marketplaces



In Dec’20 we are going to sell to B2B and

in Jul’21 to B2C via Alibaba



COMPETITION

We offer a solution that will compete with
different devices in various fields of application.



Freedom of VR headset choice + + +
Finger motion capture + + +
Absence of the blind zone problem + + -
Correct coordinate (all fingers) + - -
Modular structure + - -
Potential for area extension + - -



ADVANTAGES

We know at least 7 and work hard every day
to make this number even more.



Tracking of all parts of the body (incl. fingers)

Modular structure (can construct scalable systems)

The ability of individual and group using

The ability to embed in objects

The absence of blind zones and accumulated errors

Compatible with any headsets

Absolute coordinate for every sensor



TEAM

The team consists of experienced engineers,
R&D, sales and marketing specialists.

$200K+ of own money
were invested in the project already.





CURRENT STATUS
We successfully completed the MVP and were able
to make the first sales!
We have patented technology in Russia, Europe,
USA, China, Korea, Japan, Singapore.

Started to develop tactile feedback and increase
the workspace



ACHIEVEMENTS

# of applications = 60

# of prepayments = 40 for $40K
# of shipments = 7 for $7K



2016, Finland
TOP 100 best EU 
startups



2018, Russia

#1 innovation IT startup





We are looking for a reliable, responsible partner
who shares our values and has a global vision for

the development of innovative projects.

LET’S DISCUSS IN MORE DETAIL!

+7 977 880 61 91

ilya.kotov@tautracker.com
skype: kotov.ilya


